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Wealth creation in mining comes from opening up new 
frontiers, and explorers have only just scratched the surface.

Nevada Exploration is leading the industry into the next 
frontier for discovery, exploring under cover.

THE NEW WORLD OF DISCOVERY

The future of 
exploration is 
under cover.

NEVADA
HISTORY, CHALLENGE, AND OPPORTUNITY
Nevada is the best place for gold in the world. It has a comparable gold 
production to all of Canada but within a much smaller area. 

THERE ARE FOUR KEY FACTS THAT WILL DRIVE 
THE NEXT ERA OF GOLD DISCOVERY IN NEVADA.

Importance of Carlin-Type Gold Deposits (CTGDs)
The vast majority of Nevada’s ounces come from only one type of deposit: 
CTGDs. At 255 Moz, Nevada’s CTGDs represent 1 of only 6 belts of this 
size in the world.

Concentration of Nevada’s Carlin-Type Gold
Over 80% of the gold from CTGDs comes from three camps.

Nevada's Production is in Major Decline
Despite explorers spending more money over the last decades than ever before, 
discovery and production rates have declined steadily since the late 1990s.

200 Moz Waiting to Be Found Under Cover
Spending more money using the same tools to look in the same places has been a 
value destroyer for shareholders.

But Nevada has a bright future: experts agree there is likely another 200 Moz waiting 
to be found undercover, in the bedrock beneath Nevada's large desert valleys.

“There is no reason not to assume as much gold still 
exists as has been mined in the past, but prospectors, 
explorationists, and geologists have found the easy gold.”

Break-through science is opening up new frontiers for mineral exploration and discovery, 
allowing explorers to sample groundwater to search for large new deposits hidden under cover.

There are two ways groundwater samples can be collected: 

The Nevada Exploration team has the knowledge needed to uncover deep value.

Nevada Exploration is now drilling on the 
new frontier, undercover.
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Nevada Exploration has 
developed low-cost drilling tools 
to sample the groundwater across 
Nevada's highly-prospective 
covered valley basins.

Just like the large geochemistry 
programs responsible for 
discovering diamonds in northern 
Canada and BC's Golden Triangle, 
Nevada Exploration is using its 
equipment to collect regional- 
scale groundwater samples
to search for Nevada's next 
gold deposits.

Based on the results of thousands 
of samples focused in 
north-central Nevada, Nevada 
Exploration is now advancing a 
portfolio of brand new district- 
scale Carlin-type gold projects.

“The minerals industry is in transition to undercover 
exploration much like the petroleum industry's 
transformation to deep sea exploration some 
decades ago.” 
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The South Grass Valley 
project is the largest new 
Carlin-type mineral 
system found outside of 
senior miners properties 
in last +10 years.
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Innovation and technology drive discovery, it just 
takes a dedicated few to uncover the next frontier…
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NEXT FRONTIER 
OF MINERAL 
      DISCOVERY

- Laura Tyler, BHP Chief 
Technical Officer

    THE NEW PIONEERS 
TECHNICAL TE AM

NEVADA EXPLORATION 

NEVADA 2.0

Explorers have made the easy discoveries in areas where 
bedrock sticks out of the ground.

The next frontier for exploration now lies under cover, in 
places where the bedrock can't be seen.

Water Wells Modified Wells
Water wells, windmills, stock wells, and other 
existing boreholes provide important initial 
sampling opportunities to begin to acquire 
geochemistry data about the covered bedrock 
in new areas.

Explorers then continue to tighten their groundwater 
sampling net by using special drilling equipment to 
increase the density of their geochemistry data, so 
they can narrow in on specific target areas to 
advance with additional work programs.
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Canadian Diamonds Golden Triangle
A massive glacial till sampling program for 
indicator minerals was responsible for the 
discovery of diamonds in Canada's north, 
creating an entire new industry.

The vast mineral endowment of British Columbia's 
prolific Golden Triangle is the direct result of a 
stream sediment sampling program covering an 
area larger than Denmark.
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—Dr. Richard Goldfarb, Ph.D., United States Geological Survey

In Nevada, there are massive valleys in the middle of gigantic gold districts that remain 
unexplored because the bedrock is covered by tens to hundreds of meters of gravel. 

Areas yet to be explored under 
cover are bigger than all the 
areas already explored.   

More discovery on the horizon!

84% from the 
3 camps

Everything else in Nevada is 
comparably insignificant.

Production in 2019 decreased by: 

Finding the second half of Nevada's CTGD gold endowment 
is the biggest prize in the industry, but unlocking these 
deposits requires new tools to explore undercover.

The Importance of Geochemistry

Large geochemistry sampling programs have traditionally provided the keys 
for opening up new exploration frontiers.

Today new laboratory and sampling technology 
allows explorers test new geochemical sampling 
mediums well-suited to exploring under cover, the 
most important of which is groundwater.  

New lab tools now provide 
detection limits down to 
parts-per-trillion, which allows 
explorers to directly detect 
gold and other commodities 
in groundwater.

Source: Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology

Water is the universal solvent.  When groundwater flows through covered areas where explorers can’t see the bedrock, the 
groundwater can dissolve the bedrock and pick up its geochemical “scent”, including mineralization if present.

Groundwater 
sampling wells

Direction of groundwater flow
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